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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS  
Supplement 1. Neuron loss is not significantly changed by injecting GFP-, wtHsp27-, nor  
S/D-AAV9. Slides from figure 4 were processed for stereology analysis by removing the  
coverslips and performing a Nissl stain. Neurons were counted in CA1 (gray columns)  
and dentate gyrus (white columns). There was a trend for neuro-protection in wtHsp27-  
AAV9 compared to S/D- and GFP-AAV9 controls, but this was not signficant.  
Significance was determined with a Student T-test (p > 0.05).   
  
Supplement 2. Tau levels are decreased in hippocampus of tau transgenic mice injected  
with AAV9-wtHsp27. WB of hippocampal lysates from transgenic mice injected with  
either AAV9-GFP or –wtHsp27. Compared to GFP-injected hippocampi, wtHsp27-  
expressing tissue had an 81% reduction in tau levels (*p < 0.05). Statistical siginifcance  
was established by Student T-test.  
  
Supplement 3.Input-output graph for LTP experiments. Output field analysis following  
increases of field stimulation in 0.5 mV increments until 15 mV. Data were fit with non-  
linear regression and showed no significant difference.    
Supplement 4.  
Microscopy analysis. Quantification of the tau signal in neurons expressing Hsp27 (wt or  
3xS/D) or GFP was done as follows: the totality of the signals from z-stacked images for  
each ROI was summed into a final image that was imported from the Leica software into  
ImageJ (Supp. Fig. 1A). The three channels were split into independent images (Supp.  
Fig. 3B-D). To obtain a mask of NeuN-positive regions, the blue channel was processed  
by removing outliers (Process > Noise > Remove Outliers > radius 10 pixels, threshold of  
5, and remove Bright). This image was then thresholded to a grayscale range of 70-255.  
We selected the Area and the Integrated Density (Analyze > Set Measurements) and  
redirected to the red and green channels. The following changes were adjusted in Analyze  
> Analyze Particles: we further specified our NeuN-specific ROI to areas greater that 100  
pixels2 and circularity of 0.00-1.00, which increased the selectivity of our measurements  
to neurons. We also excluded areas along the edges of the field. Since the neuron somas  
were sometimes dissected by the z-stack, we included the area within the limits of blue  
delineations, which correspond to areas where neuron bodies are present.   
   


